
                                 Miracles 
 

 
Miracle =  A miracle is an unexpected event that appears to be  
                Contrary to the laws of nature and therefore considered 
                To be the work of God. 
 
 
 
The entire Swaminarayan Sampraday is filled with many ongoing 
miracles and miracles that have already happened, whether it 
comes in the form of giving bhaktos darshan or getting us out of 
difficulties, it is only Swaminarayan Bhagwan or his great devotees 
such as swami’s that can perform miracles.  
 
 
Why do Miracles happen ? 
 
 
There are many reasons why Maharaj will perform miracles for us.  
 
 
It may be that our satsang has faults, we might not be the ideal 
satsangi and through a miracle such as Swaminarayan Bhagwan 
giving us his divine darshan our faults can be removed and our 
faith can be strengthened. 
 
 
There may be a time in our life we face extreme difficulties, such 
as life and death situations that Swaminarayan Bhagwan will easily 
take us out of, whether we’re drowning or seriously injured due to 
accidents that might have taken place.  
 
 
Even today many haribhaktos will have been given Swaminarayan 
Bhagwans darshan due to their extreme faith and love that they 
keep for Swaminarayan Bhagwan.  
 
 
Below are a few example of miracles that have taken place and 
performed not just by Swaminarayan Bhagwan but high level 
swamis and satsangis… 



Miracles from Maharaj’s Day  
 
 
In Ghadada, there was a strong female devotee by the name of Rajbhai. She 
had reached the age when it was time for her to get married; despite her wish 
not to get married she was forced to and although she pleaded to 
Swaminarayan Bhagwan to stop this Maharaj said get married and I will 
protect you. The first night together her husband was ready to have 
intercourse, as he came into the room he saw a lioness on the bed instead of 
Rajbhai, he went out and thought his was dreaming and when he came back 
in the lioness was still there, that’s when he realised that Rajbhai is not meant 
to be married and I will let her go back to her home town. Maharaj protected 
her because she had extreme love for Bhagwan. 
 
 
During Vyapkanand swami’s yatra he came to a town where he met a 
business he was hugely in debt to a Muslim. The Muslim warned the business 
man if he done receive his Lakho (hundreds of thousands) rupees he would 
have convert into Islam. The business man told Vyapkanand swami of his 
situation and swami made him into a satsangi and said don’t worry keep 
chanting Swaminarayan and you’ll be fine. A few days later Swaminarayan 
Bhagwan came in the form of an ordinary human with a bag filled with lakho 
rupiya. And then the business man was free from all his worries and troubles 
simply because he kept faith in Swaminarayan Bhagwan.  
 
 
In Vadtal Mandir, where LaxiNrayan Dev’s Murti is, a few Brahmins from 
Kundal came to do Darshan, and what they was Laxmiji on the left hand side 
instead of the the usual right hand side ( Our left and right ) . Then they went 
to Swaminarayan Bhagwan in Vadtal on told him that you have done this 
Murti Pratishta wrong, Maharaj simply said no go have another look and when 
they went back and to their astonishment Laxmiji got up when back to the 
right hand side. They went back to Maharaj and said we’re sorry for 
questioning you and thank you for the divine darshan you have graced us 
with. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



More Recent Miracles  
 
 
On 8th January 1989 Dharmakishor swami was going from Willesden to Bolton 
on the M1. On the way, near Loughborough their car stopped working and the 
AA man came to fix it but swami told the bhagat he was with to send to AA 
man away. And half an hour later the car automatically started working when 
they reached further down the M1 near Kegworth they saw an aeroplane 
crash wreckage which they could’ve potentially been in. This shows the power 
of Swamis even in today’s day.  
 
In our Mandir there is a bhagat called Ramjibhai khimani, around 9 years he 
had a terminal illness and doctors told him he had only months left to live. 
Then his family called swamis in India, and they told him not to worry and 
everything will be fine. Within weeks he recovered and to the amazement of 
doctors even they call this a Miracle. To this day Ramjibhai still comes daily to 
the Mandir.    
 
 
 
Agatrai is a town in Gujarat, there was a devotee called Parvatbhai and one 
day while doing farming he was wondering what Nurshi Avtar looks like and in 
that moment he received Darshan of all the Avatars that Maharaj has taken. 
And he saw all these Avatars one by one go into Swaminarayan Bhagwan 
thus proving that Maharaj is “ Avataro na Avatari “ 
 
 
 
Like this there are many miracles we can spend all and day talking 
about, as just that many that Swaminarayan Bhagwan performs for 
our best. Feel free to discuss any other you may know of.  
 
 
If we stay in Maharaj’s Agna and always have unconditional love 
for him, Bhagwan has stated he will fulfil our desires and if we’re 
lucky enough give us his beautiful darshan just like he has done to 
many many devotees already.  
 
 
 
 
 


